
Releasing Limited Beliefs Ritual
 

Pour your menstrual cup contents into a jar, from one, or several, days, keeping it in the fridge
until you are ready for your Blood Ritual(s)

Just before your Ritual, add a small amount of water to the jar, swirling around to allow it to
mix.

 
On a small piece of paper, make a list of every self limiting beliefs, negative thought which

has deterred or halted your progression in any way, negative patterns, repetitive poor decisions,
and anything else you feel may fit on this list.

 
Grab a fire safe bowl, matches / lighter, your menstrual blood and list, and head outside to a

private, safe spot, or even in your bedroom, add a potted plant to substitute the Earth.
 

Sit on the Earth, holding your blood close, and with list in hand.
Read this list to your blood and your womb.

 
:"With this blood, through my womb, I release these (read list here). Through the cycle of

Death & Rebirth, I allow to die these limiting ways of being, and rebirth a new way"
 

Holding your womb with both hands, breath into this space, feeling it's life-giving power, and
unconditional love for you.

Take the list, burning slowly and carefully in the fire safe bowl, making sure the entire paper
is fully burned and has become ash.

Pour the ash onto the Earth, recognizing this as a symbol of letting go and releasing these
self limiting qualities of yourself. The, pour your menstrual blood & water mixture over the
ash, as a symbol of returning this energy to the Earth, to be repurposed by Gaia, Herself.
Holding your womb once again, closing your eyes, breathing deep into this space, reaffirming

your decision to let go & release, sending honour & thanks to the Mother Earth for
transmuting this energy into positive energy.

 
Allow this ash & blood mixture to soak into the Earth, or you may put soil on top of it.
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